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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
MIDDLE DISTRICT OF FLORIDA
JACKSONVILLE DIVISION

TIMOTHY W. DEEGAN,
Plaintiff,

CASE NO. 3:14-cv-1419-J-39PDB

vs.

NEXSTAR BROADCASTING, INC.,

A foreign corporation,
Defendant.

/
DEFENDANT'S MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN OPPOSITION TO
PLAINTIFF'S MOTION TO COMPEL [D.E. 531

Defendant Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc. ("Defendant" or "Nexstar") pursuant to M.D. Loc.

R. 3.01(b), and this Court's Order dated September 4, 2015, [D.E. 55], respectfully submits its

memorandum of law in opposition to plaintiff Timothy W. Deegan ("Plaintiff)'s Motion to

Compel Withheld Documents Concerning Preservation/Spoliation of Evidence Including
Documents Disclosed on Discovery Cut-Off Deadline ("Motion"), [D.E. 53].
INTRODUCTION

In a motion filed two days after the discovery cut-off, Plaintiff accuses Nexstar of a

"stratagem of active concealment regarding spoliation of evidence in this case" resulting in the

"sudden" (and impliedly unexpected) disclosure of a privilege log on the last day of discovery.
[D.E. 53 at 1] These accusations, however, cannot be substantiated. As discussed below,
Plaintiff has once again misstated and mischaracterized the evidence and case record in a last-

ditch attempt to improperly extend discovery on collateral matters.
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RELEVANT PROCEDURAL BACKGROUND

1.

On June 16, 2014, Doug Ware, an Inergize Digital employee working within the

offices of television station KTVX, which ~ like Inergize ~ is owned by Nexstar, erroneously
matched the November 2013 mugshot of Plaintiff to a news article concerning another Florida
man by the same name arrested for human sex trafficking. Plaintiffs mug shot was online on the

ActionNewsJax.com website for 55 minutes before being pulled down immediately upon
notification to Inergize of the error.

2.

Thereafter, on July 9, 2014, Plaintiffs counsel mailed a pre-suit letter to

Inergize's Minnesota offices, which is a condition precedent to a libel action under Chapter 770,
Florida Statutes. See Exhibit A (letter from Scott Sheftall to "Inergize Digital" and others dated
July 9, 2014).

3.

After service of the letter, Nexstar's General Counsel Elizabeth Ryder

communicated with Jason Gould concerning the investigation of Plaintiff s claims and evidence

preservation. See Declaration of Elizabeth Ryder dated September 14, 2015 at K 4 ("Ryder
Decl.") (filed separately in support of this Response).
4.

On August 13, 2014, Defendant engaged Thomas & LoCicero, as counsel for the

parties, who then attempted to resolve the matterprior to the filing of the lawsuit. Id. On August

23, 2014, the negotiations reached an impasse (although the parties have continued to try to
resolve the matter on numerous occasions since that time).

Id On September 15, 2014,

Plaintiffs counsel mailed a second pre-suit letter to Inergize's Minnesota offices. See Exhibit B

(letterfrom Scott Sheftall to "Inergize Digital" dated September 15, 2014).

5.
[D.E. 1 at H3]

Plaintiff ultimately filed suit on October 2, 2014 in Duval County Circuit Court.
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Responses to First Request for Production

6.

On November 20, 2014, shortly after the action was removed to this Court,

Plaintiff served a request for production seeking (among other things) documents pertaining to
preservation of evidence related to Nexstar's prospective claims or defenses. Nexstar timely
responded on December 8, 2014.

See Exhibit C (Nexstar's Response and Objections to

Plaintiffs First Request for Production at p. 6, Request No. 9).1
7.

Significantly in its response, Nexstar advised that it interpreted the scope of

Plaintiffs requests to exclude certain types of privileged materials, and stated:

Unless otherwise indicated, Defendant does not interpret the form
of the individual requests within Plaintiffs' Request to seek
production of: (1) correspondence between Defendant and its
attorneys; (2) communications between or among Defendant and
its representatives and/or employees subsequent to notification
that Plaintiffs would be asserting a claim made in connection with
the investigation and defense of such claim; (3) notes or other
work product of Defendant's attorneys; (4) other documents
created by or for lawyers or their representatives; and (5)
documents prepared by consulting experts, regardless of whether
any of the above listed categories of documents apply to this or
another suit or claim which has been made or is anticipated.
Id. at p. 2 (emphasis added).

8.

Nexstar additionally and redundantly objected to Request No. 9 to the extent that

the request, on itsface, sought privileged information. Id at p. 6.
9.

With these important qualifications and objections, Nexstar advised that it had no

documents responsive to the request, i.e., no non-privileged documents. Plaintiffs assertion that

Nexstar denied possession of any documents is therefore misleading. [D.E. 53 at f 1)
10.

This is especially surprising given the fact that Plaintiff has similarly and

consistently limited the scope of Nexstar's requests in his discovery responses. See e.g..

Plaintiff attached an incomplete copy of this response to his Motion. [D.E. 53-1]
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Composite Exhibit D (Plaintiffs 2/24/15 Response to Defendant's First Request for Production
of Documents at p. 2; Plaintiffs 8/13/15 Response to Defendant's Fourth Request for Production
of Documents at p, 2).

11.

Moreover, until June of 2015, Plaintiff never challenged (in any formal or

informal manner) Nexstar's assertion of privilege, nor did Plaintiff request a privilege log for any
of Nexstar's responses to Plaintiffs First Request for Production.
Privilege Issues Raised for the First Time

12.

Rather, on June 8, 2015, counsel for Plaintiff requested a privilege log specifically

in connection with Nexstar's objections and responses to Plaintiffs Third Request for Production
and Second Interrogatories. These discovery requests sought documents and information

concerning Google Images searches conducted by Doug Ware, Jason Gould, Elizabeth Ryder

(in-house counsel for Nexstar) and anyone else, with particular focus on images contained on
Doug Ware's computer hard drive. [D.E. 53-2]

13.

Counsel for Plaintiff also —for the first time - on June 8th requested a privilege

log "not only for the instant discovery requests, but for all of our prior discovery requests for
which you are withholding anydocuments at all on the basis of privilege." Id at p. 3 (emphasis
in original).

14.

In response to Plaintiffs June 8th letter, Nexstar on June 16, 2015 supplemented

both its responses to the Third Request for Production and Second Interrogatories. [D.E. 53-4]

Nexstar has attached Plaintiffs first and most recent discovery responses to this

response. Importantly, however, Plaintiff has throughout the entire case excluded privileged
materials each and every time he has responded to requests for production. Nexstar, proceeding
consistently in its own responses to discovery, has neither challenged this limitation nor
requested a privilege log from Plaintiff. Plaintiff has never served a privilege log of any kind.
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See (Defendant's Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Second Interrogatories); and Exhibit E

(Defendant's Supplemental Response to Plaintiffs Third Requests for Production).4
15.

Thereafter, on July 8, 2015, Plaintiff served notices of depositions and subpoenas

for John Caprai (the IT engineer at KTVX who had re-formatted Ware's computer) and Mike
Gutierrez (who had examined Doug Ware's hard drive and provided Plaintiff with a forensic

copy). See Composite Exhibit F (notices and subpoenas for John Caprai and Mike Gutierrez).
Their depositions took place on July 17, 2015 in Salt Lake City.
Nexstar Produces Privileged and Additional Documents

16.

In anticipation of the Caprai and Gutierrez depositions, Nexstar voluntarily

produced a privileged June 17, 2014 email from Jason Gould to two Minnesota employees of
Inergize, Doug Ware, and Gogi Malik, an in-house lawyer for Nexstar regarding the preservation

of materials related to the Deegan matter. See D.E. 53-5 (DEF 000230); Ryder Decl, at K7.5

Plaintiffs Motion inaccurately describes D.E. 53-4 as a supplemental response to
Plaintiffs Third Request for Production.

4

The supplemental interrogatory responses explained that Mr. Ware's hard drive

had been repurposed in the ordinary course of business of KTVX, that Mr. Gould's hard drive

had been searched for such materials and nothing was found, and that Ms. Ryder ~ in-house
counsel for Nexstar ~ had not conducted any such Google Image searches. The supplemental
responses to the request for production clearly indicated Defendant had no responsive documents
(the reason for which was described fully in the simultaneously served responses to
interrogatories) with respect to Mr. Gould's and Ms. Ryder's computers. The response further
advised that while there existed no search results pertaining to Mr. Ware's computer, Defendant
was expeditiously reviewing more than 43,000 images located on Mr. Ware's hard drive for
responsiveness and would supplement its response upon completion. Id.

5

The production consisted of a total of four pages, the second of which (DEF

000231) had been previously produced along with the bottom half of DEF 000230 (concerning
evidence preservation). The other two pages (DEF 000232-33) concern Mr. Ware's termination,
and had been located in response to recent searches of the files of KTVX. Nexstar further notes

Plaintiff has improperly filed documents marked CONFIDENTIAL, which violates the parties'
confidentiality stipulation. [D.E. 53-5]
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17.

At the deposition of John Caprai on July 17, 2015, and in response to the

subpoena to Caprai, Nexstar additionally produced privileged correspondence concerning Doug
Ware's hard drive, consisting of a single email chain on August 27, 2014 (just days after
settlement negotiations reached an impasse) between Jason Gould in Minnesota and several

KTVX concerning Mr. Ware's hard drive. [D.E. 53-7] (DEF000234-235).6
Subsequent Events and Communications

18.

From July 21-24, counsel for the parties exchanged a number of emails

concerning outstanding discovery responses and scheduling, including the voluntary provision of
a witness list by Plaintiff in response to Defendant's earlier motion to compel. [D.E. 40] The
parties also discussed the depositions Plaintiff wanted to take after the Caprai and Gutierrez
depositions concerning the Doug Ware hard drive. See Exhibit G(emails between counsel dated
July 21-24, 2015).

19.

On July 24, 2015, Plaintiff served his Fifth Request for Production, which

requested additional documents from a number of specific Nexstar employees, among other
requests.

20.

During the time period, Defendant took the depositions of five of Plaintiffs

experts (on July 23, 24, 27, 28, and 29th) in Fort Walton Beach, Chicago, Gainesville and
Jacksonville.

In connection with this production, Plaintiff asserts that he learned the identities
several witnesses for the first time. [D.E. 53 at 1 6] This is incorrect. First, DEF 000234-235
make no mention of Michelle Metcalf, Jeremy Miner, Logan Marshall, Sue Earl, Robert
Guidarini, or Anthony Haber. In fact, Mr. Guidarini, Mr. Haber, Ms. Earl, and Ms. Metcalf were

disclosed to Plaintiff in a document produced by Nexstar in response to Plaintiffs first request
for production, served December 8, 2014. See Exhibit H (DEF 000007). Second, as to Mr.
Miner and Mr. Logan, John Caprai testified that one of them may have taken over Doug Ware's
office after he was terminated. See Excerpt of Transcript of Deposition of John Caprai, taken
July 17, 2015, at p. 55-57 (separately filed in support of this response).
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21.

At the conclusion of these depositions, on July 29, 2015, counsel for Plaintiff

circled back on the Utah and Minnesota deposition scheduling, as well as the provision of a

preliminary witness list. In that "meet and confer" email, counsel listed the witnesses whose
depositions he wished to take, which consisted of eleven witnesses in Salt Lake City and
Minnesota (some of whom already had been deposed).

22.

Counsel for Plaintiff also inquired about a privilege log, stating "...we need you

to produce a privilege log describing the nature of the documents you are withholding." See
Exhibit I (email from Scott Sheftall to Dana McElroy and Deanna Shullman, dated July 29,

2015).7
23.

The parties then mutually agreed to discuss all of these topics (recognizing their

meet and confer obligations) on August 3, 2015.

24.

On August 3, 2015, counsel for the parties had a lengthy telephone conference

about numerous discovery, deposition and expert disclosure issues.

25.

In this conversation, among many other topics, counsel for Defendant agreed to

provide a privilege log of documents being withheld, within specified and stipulated parameters

(i.e., the log would include only documents pre-litigation and not include correspondence with
counsel). [D.E. 53-8]

26.

Accordingly, Plaintiffs characterization of Defendant disclosing "for the first

time" that a privilege log was "forthcoming" is misleading. [D.E. 53 at 1) 7] In fact, all parties
were aware that privileged materials were being withheld (some of which had already been
produced), and had reached an agreement as to how these issues would be addressed.

Plaintiffs preliminary witness list included numerous witnesses who had not been

deposed, and some for whom Plaintiff has not yet provided full contact information. Id.
7
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27.

The parties then worked diligently on a deposition schedule for the Utah and

Minnesota depositions, as well as depositions of witnesses disclosed by Plaintiff on July 29,
2015, and continuation depositions for Plaintiff Tim Deegan and his wife, Donna Deegan.

Defendant also timely served its expert reports due on August 7, 2015. And finally, Defendant

on August 10, 2015 timely served its responses and objections to Plaintiffs Fourth Request for
Production.

28.

Against this backdrop, counsel for Plaintiff (Mr. Brian Moore) sent an email on

August 11, 2015 inquiring about the previously-agreed upon privilege log. Within minutes,

counsel for Defendant responded that it would serve the privilege log the next morning. [D.E.
53-8]. Defendant did so at 12:57 p.m. on August 12, 2015. See Exhibit J (transmittal service
email of privilege log).

29.

Defendant's privilege log, as agreed, listed emails (in email chains) prior to the

filing of the original complaint between employees of Nexstar (and not counsel) concerning
Ware's hard drive. [D.E. 53-9]
Depositions on Doug Ware Hard Drive and Evidence Preservation

30.

After service of this privilege log, Plaintiff took the deposition on August 14,

2015 of Richard Doutre-Jones, the vice president and general manager of the television station

where Doug Ware was located (KTVX).

In advance of the deposition, and in response to a

subpoena duces tecum to Mr. Doutre-Jones, Defendant produced additional emails concerning
correspondence with Doug Ware and his termination. See Composite Exhibit K (DEF 000243247).

31.

Plaintiff then took the depositions, on August 24, 2015 (in Salt Lake City), of

Dean Davidson (head of IT at KTVX) and a continuation of Doug Ware, at which Plaintiff had a

8
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full opportunity to depose these witnesses concerning the facts concerning Doug Ware's hard
drive and any evidence preservation issues.

32.

The next day, on August 25, 2015, Plaintiff took the depositions (in St. Paul) of

Inergize employees (and former employees) Sue Earl and Michelle Metcalf, as well as

continuation depositions of Mike Tholkes and Jason Gould. In advance of these depositions,
Plaintiff served subpoenas duces tecum (in the witnesses' individual capacities), [D.E. 53-12],

and Defendant again searched its files and produced additional documents (without objecting to
the clearly improper process under the rules). See Composite Exhibit L (DEF 000248-255).

Plaintiff therefore had a full opportunity to depose each of these witnesses concerning Doug
Ware's hard drive and evidence preservation issues.

33.

During the depositions, though raising the issue of privilege, defense counsel did

not deter Plaintiffs efforts to gather the facts concerning the preservation of materials in this
case.

In the depositions, counsel for Defendant advised that there may be additional

correspondence subject to privilege that was located in advance of these depositions, and that

Defendant would therefore serve a supplemental privilege log. See Notice of Filing Deposition
Excerpts (separately filed in support of this Response).

Defendant did not, however, limit

Plaintiffs examination of these witnesses with regard to the issues of evidence preservation.

34.

After the depositions, and as promised, Defendant served a supplemental privilege

log. This log again contained additional emails that were referenced in, and/or located in
preparation for, the August Minnesota depositions, and ~ in an abundance of caution - an

additional email chain concerning evidence of Inergize's correction (which does not relate to
Doug Ware's hard drive). This log was served, at the request of counsel for Plaintiff for a "final

privilege log" (Mr. Brian Moore) on 12:15 p.m. on September 1, 2015 - technically 15 minutes
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into the "afternoon" as described in Plaintiffs Motion. See Exhibit M (transmittal service email

of supplemental privilege log); [D.E. 53 at^| 17; D.E. 53-14].

35.

As agreed, the supplemental log contained emails between Nexstar employees

(and not counsel) prior to the filing of the complaint concerning evidence preservation issues.
Id; [D.E. 53-15]
MEMORANDUM OF LAW

As discussed below, Plaintiff has not and cannot establish the elements necessary to
overcome the work-product privilege and compel disclosure of Defendant's internal emails
prepared solely in anticipation of litigation. In this regard, Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26

protects certain categories of privileged matters, including work product.

Fed. R. Civ. P.

26(b)(3)(A).

There are two types of work product created by Rule 26(b)(3): fact work product, which
consists of documents and things prepared by or for a party or that party's representative in
anticipation of litigation or trial, and opinion work product, which consists of mental

impressions, conclusions, opinions or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a
party concerning the litigation. Lake Shore Radiator. Inc. v. Radiator Express Warehouse. Case
No. 3:05-cv-1232-J-12MCR, 2007 WL 842989, * 4 (M.D. Fla. March 19, 2007); see also Albert

v. DRS RSTA. Inc.. Case No. 6:1 l-cv-869-ORL-36TBS, 2012 WL 3553842, *2 (M.D. Fla. Aug.
17, 2012). The work product doctrine is not limited to documents and information gathered or

prepared by attorneys; it likewise protects against disclosure of fact or opinion work prepared by
or for a party's representative in anticipation of litigation. Id at *2; Lake Shore Radiator. 2007
WL 842989 at *5.

10
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The party asserting the work product privilege initially bears the burden of establishing
that the document is work-product. Palmer v. Westfield Ins. Co.. Case No. 5:05-CV-338-)C-

10GRJ, 2006 WL 2612168, *3 (M.D. Fla. June 30, 2006).

Although ordinary business

documents are not protected, Barnes v. VI Partnership. Ltd.. Case No. 2:09-cv-618-FtM-36SPC,

2010 WL 3069467, * 2 (M.D. Fla. Aug. 2, 2010), documents prepared principally to assist in
anticipated or pending litigation do constitute privileged work product.

Palmer. 2006 WL

2612168 at * 3 (documents concerning pre-suit investigation of matter considered work product

even though investigation was done before suit was filed as such documents were prepared in
anticipation of litigation).

Similarly, documents prepared or gathered after instructions from counsel fall squarely
within the work product privilege's protections. Lake Shore Radiator. 2007 WL 842989 at *5.

The focus of the inquiry is on when the document was created, and why it was created. Barnes.
2010 WL 3069467 at *2.

Once the withholding party establishes that the documents at issue are fact work product,
the party seeking disclosure may obtain the documents only if it demonstrates both a substantial

need for the information and that seeking the information through others means would cause an
undue hardship.

Id; Lake Shore Radiator. 2007 WL 842989 at * 4; Fed. R. Civ. P.

26(b)(3)(A)(i), (ii). In other words, once applicability of the privilege is established, the burden

shifts back to the party seeking disclosure to establish entitlement despite application of the
privilege. Opinion work product is absolutely immune from discovery. Lake Shore Radiator.
2007 WL 842989 at * 4.

As detailed below, Defendant has established that the documents being withheld are work
product, and were prepared solely in anticipation of litigation and/or upon instruction of counsel.

11
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Plaintiff is not entitled to production of opinion work product. And Plaintiff only is entitled to
fact work product if he can demonstrate substantial need and undue hardship, neither of which is

present here. Accordingly, this Court should deny Plaintiffs Motion.
I.

The Logged Emails are Work Product

Defendant has withheld five email chains, each of which included multiple emails and

responses thereto, and asserted they are privileged work product. See D.E. 53-9; 53-15. These

emails fall within three relevant time periods:

July, August, and September 2014.

The

documents are addressed separately below.
A.

The July 2014 emails (Item No. 3 Supplemental Privilege Log)

The emails listed as Item No. 3 of Defendant's supplemental privilege log involve
internal communications between Inergize employees on July 17 - 21, 2014. [53-15 at 2] These

mails concerning preservation of documents were generated in direct response to a request by
Nexstar's General Counsel after she had received a pre-suit notice letter from Plaintiffs counsel

dated July 9, 2015. See Declaration of Jason Gould ("Gould Decl."), dated September 14, 2015

at ffi[ 4-8; and Ryder Decl. at fl 4, 5 (both of which have been separately filed in support of this
Response); see also Ex. A (Plaintiffs July 9, 2014 pre-suit demand letter).
Each of the emails reflect Nexstar's efforts to discuss the relevant facts of the claim and

to gather materials for defending the claim in direct response to Nexstar counsel's receipt of
Plaintiffs July 9, 2014 letter, which is a condition precedent of a libel suit under Section 770.01,
Florida Statutes (2014). See Gould Decl. at ffl| 7, 8. The content of the emails had no other

business purpose whatsoever, and Inergize in fact did not have an ongoing relationship with Cox
Media Group (the corporate parent of the ActionNewsJax.com website upon which the
publication at issue appeared). Id

12
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Despite Plaintiffs representations to the contrary, these emails were disclosed and

discussed during the deposition of former Inergize employee Michelle Metcalf. [D.E. 53 at fl
13-17; D.E. 53-13] Defendant logged an email chain as one Item, which may have confused
Plaintiff.

Ms. Metcalf testified that she could not remember if there was in fact one email.

[D.E. 53-13 at 13] Item No. 1 on Defendant's supplemental privilege log contains an email

chain (combined from different sources) which includes Ms. Metcalf. [D.E. 53-15] The log
therefore contains a breakdown of the various emails within that chain. Id

Accordingly, these communications clearly constitute privileged work product.
B.

The August 2014 email (Item No. 2 Supplemental Privilege Log)

Although the threat of litigation was apparent in July 2014 when Plaintiffs counsel sent

its first pre-suit demand letter, that threat failed to subside by August, by which time Nexstar had

hired the undersigned to defend the anticipated claim. See Ryder Decl. at fl 6. The parties also

engaged in settlement negotiations, which resulted in an impasse on Saturday, August 23, 2014.
14

Inergize General Manager Jason Gould was in regular communication with counsel

during this time period concerning both settlement negotiations and evidence preservation. On
August 20, 2014, counsel advised Mr. Gould that settlement negotiations had stalled. See Gould

Decl. at fflj 9, 10. Mr. Gould spoke to counsel again on August 27 concerning the breakdown of

settlement negotiations, and thereafter spoke to Inergize employees concerning evidence
preservation. Id

The email chain listed as Item number 2 on Defendant's supplemental

privilege log concerns Inergize's continuing work on gathering and storing evidence of data

about the publication at issue directly after Gould's August 27 conversation with counsel. [D.E.
53-15 at 1]

13
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Although counsel for Plaintiff asserts in his Motion that Defendant never disclosed the

existence of this email until serving the log, that accusation simply is incorrect. [D.E. 53 at fl 13
-17]. Specifically, Plaintiff alleges that "none of the witnesses identified the emails in their
testimony, nor disclosed that the emails regarding preservation/spoliation of evidence had been
sent during the July - August 2014 time frame." Id. at T| 17.

At the continuation deposition of Michael Tholkes (Inergize's vice president of
operations), however, counsel for Defendant specifically advised counsel for Plaintiff at the

beginning of the deposition that Defendant was withholding correspondence involving Mr.
Tholkes from August 27, 2014 based upon work product. See Excerpts of the Transcript of the

Deposition of Michael Tholkes, taken August 25, 2015, at pp. 6 and 7 (filed separately in support
of this Response).

Counsel for Defendant moreover described the substance of the emails as the "general
subject matter [of] confirming and shoring up backup items, because at this point litigation was
imminent." Id at p. 6, lines 21-23. Counsel further stated:

[The withheld communication is] an e-mail exchange that included
Mr. Tholkes, again general subject matter, litigation is imminent,
let's shore up what we did preserve, make sure we preserved, tell
me where everything is, that type of stuff.
Id at p. 7, lines 15-19.

Accordingly, when Defendant supplemented its earlier privilege log, Plaintiff was well
aware of this correspondence, which constitutes protected work product.
C.

The September 2014 emails (Item No. 1 Supplemental Privilege Log: Item
Nos. 1 and 2 Privilege Log)

Just a few weeks after settlement negotiations fell apart, Plaintiffs counsel sent a second

pre-suit demand letter to Inergize in Minnesota, dated September 15, 2014.

14

See Exh. B.
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Plaintiffs letter requested a correction or retraction for the first time on all of the websites which
contained the publication at issue.

Id.

In response, counsel exchanged correspondence

concerning a further correction, and Plaintiff was assured that the original correction on June 16,
2014 in fact ran on all websites containing the publication at issue. Accordingly, the parties
agreed that Plaintiff would not challenge the correction.

See Composite Exhibit N

(correspondence between counsel). The email chain listed as Item number 1 of the supplemental
privilege log contains Inergize's response to direct questions from Defendant's counsel on this
subject, which is not disputed or at issue.

As to Item numbers 1 and 2 of Defendant's initial privilege log, these were
communications among Inergize and Utah station employees in response to questions and

instructions from Nexstar's counsel concerning Doug Ware's hard drive.8 Gould Decl. at ^[1516. 9 These emails, like their July and August counterparts, again reflect efforts of Nexstar to
prepare for litigation of this matter, and thus are not subject to disclosure. E.g.. Lake Shore

Radiator, 2007 WL 842989, *5 (documents prepared or gathered by party's representatives after
instructions from counsel are privileged work product).
II.

Plaintiff has not Overcome Privilege

Opinion work product is absolutely immune from discovery, and on this basis, alone,
Plaintiff is not entitled to disclosure of many of the logged emails, which on their face reflect
mental impressions, conclusions, opinions and legal theories of Nexstar's counsel and its

representatives. Id. As to those this Court determines are fact work product, Plaintiff bears the

a

Again, these communications are not logged because the parties agreed to exclude
from the log communications with counsel.
The identities of the persons with whom Mr. Gould communicated are set forth in the

privilege logs and their position at Nexstar is described in his declaration. Id. at ^ 5.
15
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burden of proving both a substantial need and undue hardship. Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3)(A)(i),
(ii); Palmer. 2006 WL 2612168 at *4.

In any event, Plaintiff cannot establish the necessary

elements.

A.

Plaintiff Lacks a Substantial Need for the Logged Emails

To overcome the privilege, Plaintiff must establish "substantial need" of the materials to

prepare his case and demonstrate that he is unable to obtain without undue hardship the
"substantial equivalent" of the materials by other means.

Palmer, 2006 WL 262168 at *4.

Plaintiff carries the burden of establishing substantial need and undue hardship in the same

manner as a defendant carries its burden to establish the application of the privilege: "by
providing the court with facts that establish both elements, often by affidavit, and not with

conclusory assertions." Bridgewater v. Carnival Corp.. 286 F.R.D. 636, 640 (S.D. Fla. 2011).
Plaintiff has failed to meet his burden.

Plaintiff does not need the logged emails to prepare his case. Rather, in attempting to
raise the discovery issue of spoliation to the level of "substantial need," Plaintiff relies on just
one case —an unpublished decision from a district court in New Hampshire —and misrepresents
its holding to the Court.

Plaintiff cites Galvin v. Pepe. Case No. 09-cv-104-PB, 2010 WL

2720608 (D. N.H. July 8, 2010) for the proposition that there exists a substantial need for

documents related to spoliation sufficient to overcome the work product privilege. See D.E. 53
at p. 10. Galvin says nothing of the sort.

Rather, the Galvin Court considered production of records related to spoliation —records
related to policies, procedures and training materials of the party's insurer —over relevance and
burdensomeness objections.

Galvin. 2010 WL 2720608 at *5.

The court overruled the

relevance objection and limited the request to require production of a portion of the policies,
procedures and training materials. Id Though the court discussed work product documents
16
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elsewhere in the unpublished opinion, that discussion never reaches the issue of substantial need
because the Court determines that the documents claimed privileged — portions of an insurer's
claims file —are not privileged. Accordingly, Galvin does not support Plaintiffs position here.

Moreover, Plaintiff has taken the depositions of nine witnesses concerning preservation
of evidence in this case. Significantly, a party fails to establish substantial need when he has an

opportunity to depose witnesses about the facts contained in the privileged materials.
Bridgewater. 286 F.R.D. at 644 (party who can take depositions of witnesses to uncover facts
contained in work product privileged materials cannot demonstrate substantial need for

disclosure); Cohen v. Gulfstream Training Academy. Inc.. 249 F.R.D. 385, 386 (S.D. Fla. 2008)
(deposition provides a full opportunity to explore the facts known to a witness and the events at

issue, thus precluding a showing of substantial need).

Plaintiff deposed John Caprai, Mike Gutierrez, Richard Doutre' Jones, Dean Davidson,

Michele Metcalf, Sue Earl, Mike Tholkes, Jason Gould and Doug Ware in July and August,
specifically for the purpose of discovering information related to Nexstar's preservation of
evidence in this case.

The existence of the privileged materials was disclosed in those

depositions, when appropriate, and Plaintiff was unencumbered in seeking to discover the factual
knowledge of the witnesses concerning such matters.

For example, in the deposition of Richard Jones, Plaintiffs counsel began to inquire into
the matters contained on Plaintiffs privilege log, which had been supplied prior to Mr. Jones'

deposition. See Excerpts of the Transcript of the Deposition of Richard Doutre'Jones, August
14, 2015, at pp. 54 - 57 (filed separately in support of this response); [D.E. 53-9 at Item Nos. 1

and 2]. While Nexstar's counsel was careful to ensure Mr. Jones was not required to answer
questions concerning the privileged nature of the documents, counsel for Plaintiff was
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specifically permitted to ask questions concerning the factual matters contained in those
communications, and did so. Id

In short, Plaintiff has fully explored the facts known to the witnesses concerning

preservation of records and has obtained the substantial equivalent of the privileged materials by
other means, namely, depositions of the people with knowledge of the facts.

Under such

circumstances, there exists no substantial need for the privileged matters as Plaintiff has gathered
the equivalent without undue hardship by deposing nine witnesses about preservation of records.
B.

Defendant has Not Waived the Work Product Privilege

And finally, Defendant has not waived its work product protection as Plaintiff suggests.
In this regard, Plaintiff asserts waiver because of the timing of the privilege log. Plaintiffs
waiver argument completely misstates the course of these proceedings. As detailed above, the
record reveals otherwise.

Both Plaintiff and Defendant limited the scope of their respective responses to requests
for production to exclude privileged materials. Neither party requested a privilege log until

Plaintiff began to do so in June 2015 in connection with Defendant's responses to later and

current requests. Counsel continued to communicate during the course of the proceedings as
new issues arose, and agreed upon the types of communications that would be logged. Counsel

for Plaintiff had Defendant's initial privilege log before the August depositions, and was advised
of further communications that were being withheld at those depositions.

In fact, the subpoenas for the August depositions were served with very little time priorto
the depositions (many just a couple of days in advance) and requested privileged documents
more broadly than Mr. Ware's computer. [D.E. 53-12] Defendant logged those materials as soon
as reasonably practicable under the circumstances. [D.E. 53-15]
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Accordingly, this is not (as Plaintiff asserts) a situation in which a party has made a

privilege objection and failed to produce a privilege log.10 Rather, the conduct of the parties
reveals that they proceeded for many months with the understanding that privileged materials
were not being requested by either side. Under such circumstances, there is no waiver. See
Desoto Health & Rehab. L.L.C. v. Philadelphia Indemnity Co.. Case No. 2:09-cv-599-ftM-

99SPC, 2010 WL 4853891, *2 (M.D. Fla. Nov. 22, 2010) (agreement between parties regarding
privilege log negates claim of waiver).
CONCLUSION

Based on the foregoing, Defendant Nexstar Broadcasting, Inc. respectfully requests this
Court deny Plaintiffs Motion to Compel [D.E. 53], including its improper request for sanctions,

and award Defendant its fees incurred in preparing this response pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P.
37(a)(5)(B)(i), and for such other relief as the Court deems necessary.
THOMAS & LoCICERO PL

Attorneys for Defendant
401 SE 12th Street, Suite 300
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33316
Phone: (954)703-3417
Fax: (954)400-5415

By: /s/ Dana J. McElrov
Dana J. McElroy
Florida Bar No. 223913

Once again, Plaintiffs cases do not support his argument. For example, in Banks
v. Office of Senate Sergeant-at-Arms. 222 F.R.D. 7, 20 (D. D.C. 2004), while the court did state
that withholding a privilege log may be viewed as a waiver of the privilege, the court also
expressly held: "[nevertheless, a privilege log was provided and, therefore, the issue of waiver
is not raised." Id at 20 (emphasis in original); see also Robinson v. Tex. Auto. Dealers Ass'n.

214 F.R.D. 432,456 (E.D. Tex. 2003) (production of privilege log aftermotion to compel is filed
may be too late); Nordock Inc. v. Svs. Inc.. Case No. 11-C-l 18, 2012 WL 4760784 (E.D. Wis.
2012) (failure to include items in log may result in waiver), rev'd in part by In re Tex. Auto.
Dealers Ass'n.. Case No. 03-40860, 2003 WL 21911333 (5th Cir. 2003)(vacating portion of
order requiring production of attorney-client communications).
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